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The Exchange Stabilization Fund is nothing but a gigantic commodity rigging scheme --- and the commodity being rigged is currency, all the currencies in use in the entire world.

Standing at the top of this "ultimate cornering of the market in money", are two men --- the Secretary of the Treasury and the President, but one must pause ---- which Treasury? Which President?

Steven T. Mnuchin gave up his American State Citizenship as a baby and never reclaimed it. He lived most of his life as a "US Citizen" and upon becoming "Secretary of the Treasury" he morphed again into an "International Citizen" and Officer of Interpol, having no allegiance to this country or its people whatsoever.

He is also not under the direction of President Trump, who tried to have him arrested and was prevented from doing so.

Both the "Secretary of the Treasury" and the "United States Attorney General" are put in power by appointment by the President, but then promptly cease to work for the President who appointed them.

So, who does Steven T. Mnuchin actually serve? The IMF and UN Corporation and all the other usual suspects known as Globalists and "The Cabal", the Rothschilds both British and French, the Queen, the Pope --- anyone and everyone in the multi-layered "world government" above President Trump who is a mere CEO of a bankrupt Territorial Corporation.

Mnuchin's actual job has nothing to do with our Treasury, beyond the fact that he is responsible in general for keeping a lid on things and making sure that the old ESF Commodity Rigging Scheme continues to function as planned.

So, Anna, I can hear you saying ---- why have you told us to make him our Fiduciary??? He's a rat! In fact, he's a King Rat....This is counter-intuitive in the extreme! I see heads all over America wagging in consternation, so here's the answer:

For the simple reason that when you name him your Fiduciary he becomes responsible for abusing your money and paying YOUR debts. That onus no longer lays upon you and you can prove it using the reasonable evidence of your Registered Mail receipts and Return Request Cards and copies of Form 56.

When the Territorial and Municipal Courts come tearing after you and claim that you are responsible for the "Your Name" and "YOUR NAME" franchises, just shrug and say --- no, I returned those vessels to Steven T. Mnuchin at the same time I returned my lawful Trade Name to its permanent domicile in (California, Maine.....) Here's the proof, your Honor.....I am not responsible for the debts of those franchises and organizations. He is.
You can now see, perhaps for the first time, how comforting it is to be able to blame a King Rat and hold him accountable instead of paying his debts for him. And as for the Judges, they have no excuse for even talking to you about his debts and responsibilities.

So, we have answered, "Which Secretary?" and still haven't answered, "Which President?"

Obviously, it's not Mr. Trump in control of the Exchange Stabilization Fund. He has no concept of how to run a vast international currency rigging scheme, and even if he did, the corporation he is "President" of is in Chapter 11 Reorganization, in the receivership of foreign Bankruptcy Trustees.

So which "President" is supposed to be counter-balancing Mr. Mnuchin? Either it's Mr. Trump, whose position is vacated as a result of the Territorial Bankruptcy, or it's a different "President" altogether.

It could be the "President" of the U.S. SENATE, but the Municipal Government is also under liquidation, so that position would also be vacated.

Maybe there is nobody currently counter-balancing Steven T. Mnuchin. Maybe he is "it" in this international game of Hit and Run.

More likely, given the mechanization of the fraud against humanity and the many in-roads made by David Rockefeller and Prince Philip, the "President" being referred to is a different "President" of a different "US" entirely.

Perhaps the "President" of the Queen's Privy Council has been given an Honorific Title? Or the "President" of the UN Corporation? Or the "President" of the Board of the IMF?

Or..... well, there are many, many "Presidents" in the world, most of whom would be more likely candidates to serve the interests of a staggeringly huge international currency rigging scheme than Donald Trump.

Suffice it to say that the plenitude and value of the currency in your pocket is dictated by Steven T. Mnuchin and as you have named him your Fiduciary in this matter, he and his Successors are responsible for those Territorial Accounts and Municipal ACCOUNTS named after you, until such time as the whole Mess is straightened out.
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